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ABSTRACT
Because pipelines can cover extensive distances through
diverse terrain, they are subject to various geohazards,
including slope failure and earthquake damage, which can have
costly environmental and monetary impacts over their designed
operational lifetime. Here, we show how geophysical
investigative techniques can be used to complement other
geotechnical investigation methods to provide a detailed
understanding of site geology to best inform geohazard
assessments. We pay particular attention to how multiple
geophysical methods can be used to obtain spatially continuous
measurements of subsurface physical properties, and layer and
structural geometries. The geophysical data can then be used to
either interpolate or extrapolate geotechnical engineering
properties between and away from boreholes and excavations,
or optimize the locations of subsequent boreholes or
excavations. To demonstrate the utility of our integrated
approach of incorporating geophysical methods to geohazard
assessments, two case studies are presented. The first case study
shows how electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), seismic
refraction tomography (SRT) and multichannel analysis of
surface wave (MASW) datasets are used to constrain the
thickness and extent of potentially sensitive glaciomarine clay
layers that are subject to slope instability and structural failure
along a proposed pipeline route near Kitimat, British Columbia
(BC). A second case study describes how high-resolution
ground-penetrating radar (GPR) and seismic reflection surveys
are used to locate and characterize fault strands that may cause
future ground deformation at a proposed pipeline crossing of
the Tintina/Rocky Mountain Trench fault in northeastern BC.

INTRODUCTION
Geohazards are a particular group of hazards which can be
defined as natural phenomena or hazards of a geological,
geotechnical, hydrological or tectonic origin. For pipeline
projects it is critical to properly characterize all potential
geohazards that can threaten initial construction activities and
potentially impact the pipeline and associated areas throughout
the designed operational lifespan. Geohazard assessments
should include a comprehensive understanding of local
subsurface
geological
and
geotechnical
conditions.
Conventional assessments of this type have typically utilized
intrusive drilling and investigative excavation methods to
identify and map local soil and rock structures, characteristics
and engineering properties. In this contribution, we show how
the integration of geophysical methods to geohazard and
geotechnical assessments can help reduce costs, site impacts,
and optimize planned investigations, all while providing an
improved comprehensive and spatially extensive understanding
of subsurface conditions.
Over the past 20 years, advancements in near-surface
geophysical survey methods (as opposed to more conventional
deeper looking methods used for oil and gas exploration) have
led to their more frequent use in geotechnical engineering
applications. In the case of pipeline projects, the use of
geophysical survey methods to design trenchless pipeline
crossings of environmentally sensitive water bodies has almost
become routine [1, 2]. With increasing scrutiny of the potential
environmental impacts associated with pipeline projects and the
need to minimize expensive cost overruns during construction,
it is now essential to incorporate new technologies, like
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geophysical methods, during early design stages of pipeline
projects (e.g., [3]) to reduce risk exposure from geohazards.
To demonstrate the utility of integrated geotechnical and
geophysical investigations, we focus on two case studies from a
proposed natural gas pipeline that is intended to extend from
northeast British Columbia (BC) to the Pacific Coast of BC. In
the first example, we show how our approach is used to
characterize the landslide threat posed by glaciomarine clay
deposits. In the second example, we show how geophysical and
geotechnical investigative methods can be used to assess the
scale and potential likelihood of ground deformation at a
proposed pipeline crossing of the Tintina/Rocky Mountain
Trench Fault in northeastern BC.
GLACIOMARINE CLAY LANDSLIDES AS A PIPELINE
GEOHAZARD
Glaciomarine clay is a type of clay found in high-latitude,
recently deglaciated coastal regions of the world. It is also
known as quick clay. When the clay is deposited in the marine
environment, excess ions in seawater result in the development
of a loose, open structure of clay particles. Once these clays are
exposed above sea level, as a result of postglacial uplift and
changes in relative sea level, the salts in their structure are
susceptible to leaching by freshwater infiltration. If enough salts
are leached from the structure, the clay becomes sensitive and
will lose shear-strength when subjected to loading, resulting in
rapid liquefaction of the material. As such, structures built near
or on top of glaciomarine clay deposits are subject to the threat
of slope instability and liquefaction, even from low-angle
slopes.
In Canada, notable glaciomarine clay landslide events
include a slide that partially destroyed the village of Saint-JeanVianney in Quebec in 1971. Along the Pacific Coast of
Northwest BC, where numerous pipeline infrastructure projects
are proposed, glaciomarine clays are extensive and are present
to elevations of up to 200 metres above sea level (masl; [4]).
Known landslide events within the glaciomarine clays of NW
BC include the Mink Creek and Khyex landslides, which
occurred over gradients of 3° or less and caused considerable
damage, including the rupture of a natural gas pipeline ([5];
Figure 1). Mitigation strategies for pipeline projects that
traverse potentially unstable glaciomarine clay deposits vary
between removal of the sensitive soil deposit to performing
specific ground improvement techniques. As such, detailed
mapping and characterization of these types of soils at an early
stage of a pipeline project can greatly aid the front-end
engineering design plans for a pipeline and reduce risk
exposure.
Sensitive glaciomarine soils exhibit a high water content,
high porosity, low permeability and metastable soil structure.
Laboratory measurements of sensitive glaciomarine clays reveal
that they are characterized by an undrained remolded shear
strength of less than 0.5 kPa [6]. In their undisturbed state,
sensitive clay soils can be quite stable and are akin to soft clay
soils. Hence, a sensitive glaciomarine clay can only be

distinguished by physically sampling and testing the clay in its
undisturbed and remolded state. The conventional approach to
investigating glaciomarine clay sites is to interpolate results
from direct sampling of the soil by drilling or excavation; a
strategy that can become expensive and have detrimental site
impacts. Although geophysical methods cannot be used to
distinguish a sensitive clay from a stable clay, they do provide
less invasive and spatially continuous measurements of the
subsurface, which allows important stratigraphic features to be
mapped between boreholes or test pits.

Figure 1: Oblique aerial photograph of the 1994 Mink Creek
flowslide, near Terrace, BC. Note the classic low slope angle of this
sensitive glaciomarine clay landslide. Reproduced from Geertsema
et al., 2005.

GLACIOMARINE CLAY GEOPHYSICAL METHODS
Despite inabilities to unambiguously detect sensitive
glaciomarine clays using indirect sampling methods, certain
geophysical techniques can be used to map the locations where
they are most likely to be found [7]. By constraining the extents
and thicknesses of glaciomarine clay deposits, a drilling/test pit
program can then be optimized to test the soil properties
directly. Soft glaciomarine clays are characterized by having
relatively low shear-wave (S-wave) velocities, owing to their
low shear strength, and relatively high electrical conductivities,
due to their clay mineral and salt content. In addition, soft clay
can be distinguished from hard rock on the basis of having a
much lower compressional-wave (P-wave) velocity. Seismic
and electrical methods are therefore ideal geophysical tools for
mapping the occurrence of glaciomarine clays in the subsurface.
Seismic refraction tomography (SRT) and multichannel
analysis of surface wave (MASW) techniques are somewhat
analogous in that they utilize the same surveying methods. For
both techniques geophones are inserted into the ground along a
linear array and a seismic source is used to generate seismic
waves in the ground. The SRT method measures the time taken
for refracted P-waves to arrive at different points along the
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geophone array (Figure 2). By utilizing a tomographic inversion
algorithm a 2-D model, which shows changes in P-wave
velocity with distance and depth beneath the geophone array,
can be produced that best fits the measured data. The method is
widely used to map depth to bedrock because overburden has
much slower P-wave velocities than hard rock.

Figure 2: Schematic showing different modes of propagation for
surface waves, refracted waves and reflected waves, as generated
by the same seismic source. V1 and V2 represent layers of slower
and faster seismic velocity, respectively.

The MASW method works by analyzing the frequencydispersion characteristics of surface waves (Rayleigh waves;
commonly referred to as ground roll) as measured by the
geophone array ([8]; Figure 2). An inversion algorithm is used
to solve for 1-D models of S-wave velocity with depth that best
fit the characteristic frequency-dispersion curves of the surface
waves generated at each seismic source point. These 1-D
models can then be stitched together to produce a 2-D crosssection of S-wave velocity with distance and depth beneath the
geophone array. Material with low shear strength, like watersaturated clays and silts, will have relatively low S-wave
velocities, whereas bedrock will exhibit relatively high S-wave
velocities.
Like the seismic methods, an ERT data set is acquired
along a profile. Electrodes are inserted into the ground and
connected to cables. Electrical current can then be injected
through different pairs of electrodes along the array. The
resulting potential differences (or voltages) are measured
through pairs of electrodes at different locations along the array,
yielding measurements of electrical resistance for different
combinations of current injection and receiver pairs along the
profile (Figure 3). A tomographic inversion algorithm is used to
produce a 2-D model of changes in electrical resistivity (or its
inverse, electrical conductivity) with distance and depth beneath
the profile. The electrical resistivity of a material will vary with
changes in mineralogy, porosity and pore water composition.
Typically, fine grained materials like clays and silts, have
relatively low electrical resistivities (or high electrical
conductivities) and coarser grained materials, like sands and
gravels, will exhibit higher resistivities.

Figure 3: Schematic showing the principals of the ERT method.
Electrical current is injected from a battery (I) through electrodes
A and B and the potential difference (V) is measured across a
second pair of electrodes: M and N. By varying the locations and
spacings between the different electrode pairs, the 2-D resistivity
(ρ) structure of the ground can be solved for.

GEOPHYSICAL AND GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT
OF A PROPOSED PIPELINE ROUTE NEAR KITIMAT,
BC
As part of pre-construction feasibility studies of a proposed
natural gas pipeline, a combined geophysical and geotechnical
assessment was commissioned to evaluate potentially sensitive
glaciomarine clay occurrences along a 10-km-long section of
the proposed pipeline alignment, near Kitimat, BC. This section
of the pipeline route was targeted because glaciomarine clay
was likely to be present between elevations from close to sea
level up to 200 masl. Detailed characterization of these soils
was required to evaluate how construction activities and
pipeline integrity might be impacted by potential soil
liquefaction and slope instability, and to inform engineering
design to ensure the pipeline design and lifespan requirements
are achieved. To meet these objectives, a two phase approach
was proposed: an initial geophysical assessment to identify and
delineate layers of potential glaciomarine clay, followed by an
intrusive drilling program with optimized drilling locations and
depths selected using the results of the geophysical surveys.
Coincident profiles of ERT, MASW and SRT were
acquired along and perpendicular to the proposed alignment.
The locations of the perpendicular profiles were based on initial
interpretations of the ERT data collected along the alignment by
the team’s geophysical and geotechnical professionals. Special
attention was paid to locations of the alignment that crossed
slopes. At these locations any shallow layers imaged by the ERT
data with relatively high electrical conductivities were flagged
as sites of potential slope failure that warranted further
investigation. The ERT data were acquired using a minimum
electrode spacing of 5 m and multichannel expanded gradient
array configurations. The SRT and MASW profiles were
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acquired simultaneously using geophones attuned to record Pwave and surface wave energy, with a peak response frequency
of 4.5 Hz. A respective geophone and source interval of 5 m
and 10 m was used for all seismic lines. Because of variations
in soil type and, due to restrictions with operating explosive
sources close to existing buried pipelines, a combination of a
buffalo gun, which fires blank shotgun shells into the ground,
and a sledgehammer and plate were used to generate seismic
energy. The resulting ERT and SRT cross-sections revealed
subsurface electrical conductivities and P-wave velocities down
to depths of up to 50 mbgs, whereas the MASW S-wave
velocity cross-sections yielded information to depths of
approximately 30 mbgs.
Zones of potentially sensitive glaciomarine clay were
interpreted where ERT cross-sections revealed material with
electrical conductivities higher than 10 millisiemens per metre
(mS/m) and where coincident MASW cross-sections indicated
low S-wave velocities of less than 200 m/s. These electrical
conductivity and S-wave velocity values are consistent with
those expected for a soft clay soil.
Example interpreted geophysical crosssections for one of
the geophysical profiles are shown in Figure 4. In this example,
the ERT conductivity crosssection shows a shallow, relatively
thin layer (approximately 5 m thick) with electrical
conductivities of greater than 10 mS/m (delineated with hatch
marks in top panel of Figure 4). The majority of this layer

coincides with zones with S-wave velocities that are lower than
200 m/s (see hatched regions shown in lower panel of Figure 4).
Based on these physical properties, this layer has been
identified as a zone of potentially sensitive glaciomarine soil.
Further investigation by intrusive sampling and testing will be
required to confirm the geotechnical properties of this layer.
The corresponding P-wave velocity cross-section (middle panel
of Figure 4) shows that velocities consistent with bedrock
(typically greater than 2500 m/s) have not been sampled and
that the overburden extends beneath the clay layer to depths of
at least 20 mbgs.
A subsequent geotechnical investigation is planned, which
will utilize the geophysical results. Boreholes will be sited to
sample the delineated zones of potentially sensitive
glaciomarine clay. In-situ testing within the boreholes during
drilling and laboratory testing of samples extracted from the
boreholes will produce interpreted geotechnical engineering
parameters for these soils, which will be utilized in the
geotechnical engineering analysis of the pipeline segment.
Without the geophysical results, delineation of the lithology
would have required an expensive drilling program with
densely spaced boreholes. With prior knowledge of the likely
depth, thickness and extent of the subsurface lithology, fewer
boreholes, extended to optimized depths, will be required for
the geotechnical assessment, yielding significant cost savings.

Figure 4: Processed geophysical cross-sections showing electrical conductivity (top panel), P-wave velocity (middle panel), and S-wave
velocity (lowest panel) for a 900 m long section of a proposed pipeline alignment.
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SEISMIC HAZARDS AND THEIR POTENTIAL IMPACT
TO PIPELINE PROJECTS
Pipelines that traverse tectonically active zones are subject
to seismic hazards that can compromise their integrity, leading
to potential spills. These hazards can include strong ground
motion from large earthquakes, earthquake-generated
landslides, soil liquefaction and ground deformation caused by
fault movements. There is no hard constraint on what
constitutes an active fault, although the United States National
Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program defines an active fault
as “any fault for which there is an average historic slip rate of 1
mm per year or more and geographic evidence of seismic
activity within Holocene times (past 11,000 years)”, [9].
Because the regulatory guidelines are not well defined in
Canada and, due to the fact that fault lines can have occurrence
intervals greater than 11,000 years, for which there may be no
record of movement over Holocene times, it is up to the project
team to establish the design criteria for their particular pipeline
project.
Fault zones occur as linear features in the landscape and can
extend for hundreds of kilometres, making it impracticable to
circumnavigate important linear infrastructure, like roadways,
railways and pipelines, around them. In Canada, these seismic
hazards are well recognized for fault zones in parts of coastal
BC, where they are associated with tectonic plate boundary
deformation between the North America, Pacific and Juan de
Fuca tectonic plates. Seismic hazards are less well understood
in other parts of Canada, where fewer damaging earthquakes
have been documented.
Pipelines can be engineered to withstand ground
deformation within and across fault zones. In 2002, the TransAlaska Oil Pipeline withstood significant shaking and ground
displacements caused by the magnitude 7.9 Denali Fault
Earthquake. Thanks to geological studies completed during the
design phase of the pipeline during the 1970’s, the Denali Fault
was located within a 1900 ft (580 m) wide corridor crossing of
the pipeline route. In order to withstand the predicted 20 ft (6
m) horizontal and 5 ft (1.5 m) vertical ground displacements, a
pipeline crossing was engineered that utilized Teflon shoes that
were free to slide on long horizontal steel beams. As shown in
Figure 5, despite significant ground displacements, the pipeline
didn’t rupture, saving environmental cleanup costs that alone
could have exceeded USD$100 million dollars [10].
Before an engineered crossing can be designed, it is critical to
understand the width of the fault zone, the likelihood of fault
deformation over the design life of the pipeline, the ground
displacements expected for a characteristic earthquake and type
of fault in question.
CHARACTERIZING ACTIVE FAULTS USING
GEOPHYSICAL METHODS
Paleoseismic studies involve the assessment of fault
movements that precede historical time. The most commonly
used field techniques in paleoseismology are 1) surface
mapping of landforms and 2) subsurface mapping of

stratigraphy affected by past earthquakes [11]. Surface mapping
yields information on the locations and dimensions of faults.
Where faulted geomorphic surfaces can be dated, they can
provide information on slip rates, displacements, and
constraints on the ages of past deformation events. Subsurface
mapping techniques include drilling, trenching and geophysical
investigations.

Figure 5: Photograph showing the engineered components used for
the Trans-Alaska Oil Pipeline, where it crosses the Denali Fault
(reproduced from [10]). Thanks to geological studies and a
carefully designed fault zone pipeline crossing, the pipeline
withstood significant ground displacements caused by the 2002
magnitude 7.9 Denali Fault Earthquake.

In addition to characterizing subsurface geology across fault
zones at proposed pipeline crossings, geophysical methods are
useful for detecting buried faults that have no expression at
ground surface. Faults are usually recognized in the subsurface
on the basis of relatively sharp distortions to geological strata.
Consequently, high-resolution geophysical techniques are
required to resolve these narrow zones of fault deformation.
Seismic reflection techniques offer the possibility to detect
fault deformation within a few hundred metres of the ground
surface. Like the seismic refraction method, the seismic
reflection technique utilizes a seismic source and an array of
geophones, but instead of measuring the first-arriving refracted
waves, the waves that are reflected from subsurface interfaces
are analysed (e.g., as shown in Figure 2). Sophisticated
processing is required to produce high-quality reflectivity crosssections that show subsurface geological horizons. Depending
on site conditions (e.g., soil type, terrain and sources of seismic
noise), high-resolution seismic reflection surveys can reveal
reflections from geological horizons as shallow as a few tens of
metres below ground surface (e.g., [12]).
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is analogous to the seismic
reflection method, except that electromagnetic waves are
transmitted into the ground rather than seismic waves. In
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addition, unlike typical seismic reflection surveys that use an
array of geophones inserted into the ground, standard GPR
instrumentation utilizes single transmitters and receivers that are
maintained at a fixed separation and towed across the ground.
The GPR method is highly complementary to seismic reflection
surveying because processed reflectivity cross-sections can be
produced that image geological horizons at very shallow depths
of just a few metres below ground surface (e.g., [13]).
Furthermore, a typical seismic reflection cross-section can
resolve strata a few metres thick, whereas GPR cross-sections
can show strata at sub-metre resolution. Because GPR systems
can be towed, data acquisition is highly efficient such that
kilometres of data can be collected in a single day of surveying.
In more recent years, rough terrain antenna (RTA) GPR systems
have been developed that contain the transmitting and receiving
antennas within flexible tubing (Figure 6). These RTA systems
enable GPR surveys to be completed over areas of rugged
terrain and require no additional tree or brush clearing.

Figure 6. Photograph showing principal components of a RTA
GPR system. These systems can be used to map faults or other
shallow subsurface features in areas of rugged terrain, eliminating
the need to modify ground or clear vegetation from survey lines.

GEOPHYSICAL AND GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT
OF A PROPOSED PIPELINE CROSSING OF THE
TINTINA/ROCKY MOUNTAIN TRENCH FAULT ZONE
The Tintina Fault is a large strike-slip fault that extends over
hundreds of kilometres from NW BC through the Yukon
Territory, into Alaska. It forms the northern extension of the
Rocky Mountain Trench, which is a major valley separating the
Columbia, Omenica and Cassiar mountain ranges to the west
from the Canadian Rocky Mountains to the east. Although the
Tintina Fault and Rocky Mountain Trench were both formed by
past tectonic movements, the present day seismic hazard for
these features is not well understood, especially within BC.
Numerous pipeline projects have been proposed that must cross
this feature, in order to transport oil and gas to the BC coast
from points of extraction in NW Alberta and NE BC. Here, we
document a case study of a paleoseismic assessment of a natural
gas pipeline crossing of the Tintina/Rocky Mountain Trench
Fault Zone in NE BC that incorporated complementary
geophysical and geotechnical investigation methods.

Following the establishment of a preferred route for the
natural gas pipeline, it was determined that the alignment would
traverse a 10 to 12 kilometre wide valley of the Rocky
Mountain Trench. The valley has been subject to glacial erosion
and is now occupied by a major river that has eroded an inner
valley that is approximately 1 to 1.5 km wide. An initial nonintrusive field investigation was commissioned to determine if
fault locations or any evidence for past fault movements could
be established from analysis of surface exposures. The higher
river terraces within the inner valley revealed no evidence for
Holocene fault scarps (i.e., topographic expressions of faults
that had developed within the past 11,000 years - the project
criteria for a fault to be considered ‘active’), yielding
inconclusive results. Analysis of fault exposures several
kilometres north and south of the site did indicate past
movements, although the age of most recent movement was
uncertain. Based on these findings, and in an attempt to
delineate the location of potential subsurface fault deformation,
it was determined that a geophysical investigation should be
completed along a 1.5 km long section of the proposed pipeline
alignment that crosses the younger river terraces of the inner
valley.
An earlier geotechnical drilling and geophysical
investigation involving the acquisition of ERT data on land and
within the river channel for a proposed trenchless pipeline
crossing had determined that the river terraces were underlain
by river gravels up to 20 m in thickness, sitting atop a sequence
of glacial fill exceeding 50 m in thickness in some places. In
order to map bedrock topography and strata within the glacial
fill, and to identify any vertical displacements of these horizons
associated with past fault movements, two high-resolution
seismic reflection profiles were acquired on either side of the
river. To obtain the highest practicable lateral resolution of
subsurface structures, the seismic data were acquired using
geophone and source intervals of 3 m and 6 m, respectively.
Seismic source energy was generated by striking a
sledgehammer against a small aluminum plate. GPR profiles
were acquired along the seismic reflection profiles and along
additional profiles parallel to the alignment. An RTA GPR unit
with a nominal antenna frequency of 30 MHz was used for the
GPR survey so that data could be acquired along cleared
sections of the alignment and within areas of dense vegetation.
Processing of the GPR data included application of a timevarying gain, a time to depth conversion using an average
velocity of 0.1 m/ns, determined from analyses of the
hyperbolic shapes of diffractions observed on some profiles,
and a correction for topography. The processed cross-sections
of the seismic reflection data revealed at least three reflection
horizons, including a laterally continuous shallow horizon that
was interpreted as the top of a thick clay layer (‘R1’, in the
lower panel of Figure 7) and a deeper discontinuous horizon,
interpreted to be top of bedrock (‘R2’, in the lower panel of
Figure 7). Up to 6 possible fault strands were interpreted to
offset the deeper bedrock horizon and are delineated by yellow
dashed lines in the lower panel of Figure 7. Because most of
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these strands don’t appear to deform the shallower ‘R1’ horizon,
which underlies the Holocene river gravels, they are not likely

to have moved during the past 11,000 years.

Figure7. Processed GPR (top panel) and seismic reflection (bottom panel) cross-sections. Potential fault strands (yellow dashed
lines) are interpreted on the basis of vertical offsets or deflections of the otherwise continuous reflection horizons. A potential fault
strand of Holocene age is interpreted on both GPR and seismic reflection sections and will be the subject of a subsequent
paleoseismic trenching study.
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The processed GPR cross-section from data recorded along
the same seismic reflection profile imaged a shallow reflection
horizon at depths of 10 mbgs to 20 mbgs, interpreted to be the
same top of clay horizon identified from the seismic data (‘R1’;
red dashed line in top panel of Figure 7, corresponding to top of
clay intervals logged in two intersecting boreholes). In general,
the reflections are rapidly attenuated within the electrically
conductive clay layer. However, some reflections are evident at
shallow depths below the top of clay horizon indicating that, in
some locations, the clay is thin enough to allow penetration of
the GPR signal to greater depths. A few above-ground
reflections from trees and a powerline are indicated on the GPR
section shown in Figure 7, and these should not be interpreted
as reflections from subsurface features.
Careful inspection of this GPR cross-section and GPR crosssections from parallel profiles led to the identification of a
suspicious feature interpreted as a fault strand that had
potentially deformed the top of clay horizon (annotated yellow
dashed line in top panel of Figure 7). This deformation is
expressed as a deflection of the GPR horizon, rather than a
clear vertical offset. Although no clear vertical offset can be
discriminated on the GPR section, it is possible that the fault
has induced non-brittle folding of the horizon or that any
vertical offset is too small to be imaged by the GPR image (the
vertical resolution of the nominal 30 MHz GPR signal is
expected to be on the order of +/- 0.5 m). This feature also
aligned with the location of a fault strand interpreted from the
seismic reflection cross-section (annotated yellow dashed line in
lower panel of Figure 7). Although the deformation caused by
fault movements can appear subtle on geophysical crosssections and may not be indicative of a fault capable of
generating large earthquakes, these fault strands could have
accommodated significant strike-slip motion that is not apparent
on vertical cross-sections. Further understanding of these
structures can only be obtained through additional intrusive
investigative techniques.
Based on the findings of the geophysical investigation, a
subsequent paleoseismic trenching and drilling study is planned.
Borehole drilling will retrieve samples for carbon dating that
will be used to constrain the age of the top of clay horizon and
determine if proposed paleoseismic trenches will intercept strata
that is older or younger than 10,000 years. If required,
paleoseismic trenches will be excavated at select locations
above the potential fault strands interpreted from the
geophysical data. The maximum practical depth of excavation
for a trench in this environment is about 5 mbgs. If the strata at
these depths are undisturbed and are dated to an age older than
11,000 years, then the interpreted faults that deform older strata
can be considered inactive.
The trenching study will also be used to determine if any
discontinuities are the results of erosional/depositional
processes or were caused by past landslide or glacial activity
(i.e., that they are not the result of tectonic activity). If any
active faults are identified from the trenching study, further

analysis will be required to constrain the width of the active
deformation zone, and determine the likely potential horizontal
and vertical ground displacements for a characteristic large
magnitude event within the fault zone. These results would then
be used to design a pipeline crossing capable of withstanding
the predicted ground motion.
CONCLUSIONS
When used in combination with geotechnical investigation
techniques, geophysical methods ensure that pipeline
geohazards are characterized in sufficient detail while limiting
costs and environmental impacts. The geophysical techniques
demonstrated here provide spatially continuous measurements
of the subsurface that can be used to interpolate between and
extrapolate from geotechnical boreholes and excavations. This
strategy increases confidence in the physical properties,
thicknesses and extents of geological layers and structures
underlying sections of proposed pipeline routes that are subject
to potential geohazards. The identification and detailed
characterization of geohazards at an early stage in a pipeline
project allows changes in route design to be made, or for the
hazard to be mitigated through engineering and design.
We demonstrated how a combination of seismic and ERT
methods can be used to constrain the thicknesses and extents of
potentially sensitive glaciomarine clay layers. By doing so, a
borehole drilling program can be planned that optimizes
characterization of the engineering properties of these layers
that have an elevated potential for sensitivity and associated
elevated risk of causing liquefaction and slope failures.
In our case study of a proposed pipeline crossing of a
potentially active fault zone, we showed how high-resolution
GPR and seismic techniques can be used to locate buried fault
strands that would otherwise be missed by surface mapping and
drilling investigations alone. Once potential fault strands have
been located, these targets can be further investigated using
optimized drilling and excavation methods.
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